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What to do with ExaScale?

● Most scientifically relevant Systems:

● 10k to 1M atoms
● Large scale clusters:

● 100k nodes/GPUs

Need significantly less than 
100 atoms per node/GPU.

Commonly used models (e.g. LJ based) will not work!!
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What to do with ExaScale?
● Use computational power to increase accuracy.
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SNAP
● Spectral Neighbor Analysis Potentials

● Based on GAP (Gaussian Approximation Potential):

         Bartok, Csanyi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett, 2010

● DFT like accuracy with lower cost and linear scaling

● Potential complexity can be increased systematically

● Parameters through fitting to DFT data (currently: Silicon and Tantalum)

● Characteristics

● 500k flops per interaction; 14M per atom
● 300 kB temporary data per particle with calculations in flight
● 30 kB temporary data per interaction with calculations in flight
● Working on 27 interactions in parallel: 1MB temp data per atom
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SNAP - Parallelism
 Inherent parallelism in MD

 N – number of particles (1k to 100M) 
 M – number of neighbors per particle (27)
 NxM Interactions => 27M interactions for 100k atoms

 Additional parallelism in SNAP per interaction 

for(int j1 = 0; j1 <= jm; j1++)

for(int j2 = 0; j2 <= j1; j2++)

for(int j = (j1 - j2); j <= MIN(jm, j1 + j2); j += 2)

     for(int = 0; ma <= j; ma++)

     for(int =0; mb <= j; mb++)

                    for(int ma1 = MAX(0, (2 * ma - j - j2 + j1) / 2); ma1 < max_ma1; ma1++)

                    for(int mb1 = MAX(0, (2 * mb - j - j2 + j1) / 2); mb1 < max_mb1; mb1++)

                          SNAP_Item ( j1, j2, j,    ma, mb,     ma1, mb1 );  
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● 64 Triplets of (j1,j2,j)
● work fully independent
● scales with > j^(2+x)
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● work fully independent
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● reduction over ma and mb 

//~60 IOps, ~30 FMAD
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SNAP - Parallelism

 

Sets Per System Per Atom Per Interaction
j1, j2, j 1.7E08 1728 64
j1, j2, j, ma, mb 3.7E09 37476 1388
j1, j2, j, ma, mb, ma1, mb1 4.1E10 409941 15183

Workitems per (j1, j2, j) set Workitems per (j1, j2, j, ma, mb) set
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SNAP - Parallelism

 

Sets Per System Per Atom Per Interaction
j1, j2, j 1.7E08 1728 64
j1, j2, j, ma, mb 3.7E09 37476 1388
j1, j2, j, ma, mb, ma1, mb1 4.1E10 409941 15183

Workitems per (j1, j2, j) set Workitems per (j1, j2, j, ma, mb) set

Lots of work, but: Load Imbalance!!
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CPU - Implementation
● Using OpenMP to parallelise over interactions

27 threads per atom

● Micro Load Balancer to reassign atoms to neighboring domains

Guarantee equal number of atoms per node (MPI rank)

● Enable Shared or per Thread temporary data

37% efficiency @ 2 atoms

● System:
● Dual Socket Sandy Bridge
● 16 cores @ 2.66GHz
● OpenMP with 32 Threads
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GPU Implementation I
● Using a thread per (j1, j2, j) triplet

Load imbalance expected!

● One Block with 64 threads per interaction

● Temporary data in global memory 

multiple blocks per SM

4x slower than CPU node.
Caused by 5x load imbalance? 

● System:
● NVIDIA K20c
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GPU Implementation II
● Replace 7-dimensional loop with single master loop with index mapping

Indicies range 0-6: can pack with 3 bits per index in single 32bit integer 

● Sorting to ensure that (j1,j2,j,ma,mb) sets are handled by same thread 

320 threads per interaction maximum

● Temporary data in shared memory with reduced accuracy (32 bit)    

3 blocks per SM

75% of CPU node performance

27% efficiency @ 2 atoms 
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GPU Implementation III/VI
● Condense Temporary arrays and go back to double precision (64 bit)

only 149 of the 343 (7x7x7) elements are used 

● Offset temporary arrays in shared memory to minimize bank conflicts

● Optimize register usage again    

62k of 64k registers used per SM, 47.5k of 48k shared memory used per SM

147% of CPU node performance

168% on K20x

25% efficiency @ 2 atoms 
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  Normalized performance  
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Cluster Scaling
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Cluster Scaling

2 atoms per node!
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Cluster Scaling

2 atoms per node!

To get same time to solution on 240k atoms with GPUs:
~5200 GPUs are required
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Conclusions
● Expansive Many Body potentials allow for effective usage of large 

clusters for typical sized MD problems

● SNAP enables runs with as few as 2 atoms per node at reasonable 
parallel efficiency 

● Parallelisation within an interaction necessary

● Micro Load Balancing between MPI ranks is required

Future work
● Optimized MIC variant ??

● Explore further strong scaling improvements, by splitting 
interactions of single atoms between multiple MPI ranks

Thanks to:
Laura Swiler,Stephen Foiles, Garritt Tucker, Chris Weinberger (SNAP development at SNL)!
The Sequoia team at LLNL!
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For comments or questions: crtrott@sandia.gov

Website: lammps.sandia.gov 

Tomorrow: KokkosArray: Multidimensional Arrays for Manycore Performance-portability

mailto:crtrott@sandia.gov
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